Chapter 3321
Although the always strong Joseph is extremely angry, at this moment he is also clear
that he cannot leave China before the Qingming Festival, otherwise if something delays
his revenge plan, then how can he face his parents who died tragically many years ago?
Therefore, he can only continue to put his hope in Walter.
However, he also knew that Walter might not have any way to reduce casualties and at
the same time completely solve the other side.
Therefore, in order to prevent him from taking the wrong path, Joseph gave his solution:
“Since this son of a b!tch, Hamid, has built his base into an iron barrel, let’s completely
surround him, so that he will be isolated and left to die!”
Siege warfare is actually a very cruel tactic.
As long as the besieging side had enough troops to block everything, and at the same
time has a constant supply of food and ammunition as supplies, they could exhaust the
other side indefinitely.
They don’t believe this Hamid can have many strategic reserves, as they can see it, he
will run out of ammunition in three to five months, or one or two months!
From now on, Hamid and his men will either die of hunger, thirst, or death. In short, they
will not allow any of them to walk out of their base alive.
Walter immediately said in a loud voice, “I understand, Supreme Commander! Don’t
worry, I will not allow a single fly to come out of Hamid’s base alive!”
“Good!” Joseph said in a stern voice: “This is your chance to wear your sins to merit, if
this matter is still not done well, then military justice will be dealt with!”
Walter choked up and said, “Don’t worry, I will complete your mission even if I die! I will
earn back face for the Cataclysmic Front!”
Joseph said, “Remember what you said!”

After saying that, he simply hung up the phone.
In his opinion, even if Walter couldn’t consume the other party, it didn’t matter, as long
as he waited for the Qingming Festival to pass, he would personally go to Syria and
personally take care of that man.
With his super strength, even if Hamid’s defense is strong, he has absolute certainty to
take his head in the midst of an army of 10,000 people.
Walter followed his orders and immediately did as he was told.
But he did not immediately go to blockade Hamid, but first wait for the rest of the
Cataclysmic Front to come to his aid, then give Hamid a surprise attack, then directly
surrounded him to death, to catch him by surprise.
……
The two defeats of the Cataclysmic Front soon spread throughout the mercenary world.
The image of invincibility that had been erected was instantly collapsed.
The entire mercenary world was watching the jokes of the poor Front, and even many
countries in the West had brought the matter to the news, mocking Cataclysmic Front
explicitly and implicitly.
And with the Waterloo of Cataclysmic Front’s reputation, Hamid’s deeds spread
throughout Syria, and soon even the entire Middle East.
Who would have thought that Hamid would be able to win two big battles in a row
when the opposition forces were losing one after another! In the eyes of others, this was
like a god from heaven.
So, as soon as the day dawned in Syria, a large number of stragglers came to defect.
Immediately after that, there were several leaders of small armed forces who brought
their own teams and formations to defect.

The vast majority of these people had been worried that they would soon be
annihilated, so after seeing Hamid’s great strength, they came to surrender for a chance
to save their lives.
So, after only half a day, Hamid’s base had incorporated more than 5,000 people.
Two days later, the base had already enrolled more than eight thousand people, and the
total number of people had broken through ten thousand, and the entire base was
overcrowded at once.

